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Abstract 
Leveraging multi-carrier access offers a  promising ap-  
proach to boosting access quality in mobile  networks. 
However, our experiments show that the potential ben- 
efits are hard to fu lfill due to fundamental limitations in  
the network-controlled design. To overcome these limi- 
tations, we propose iCellular, which  allows users to de- 
fine and intelligently  select their own cellu lar network  
access from mult iple  carriers. iCellular reuses the ex-  
isting device-side mechanis ms and the standard cellular  
network procedure, but leverages the end device’s  intelli-  
gence to be proactive and adaptive in  multi-carrier selec- 
tion. It  performs  adaptive monitoring to  ensure respon- 
sive selection and min imal service disruption, and en- 
hances carrier selection with online learn ing and runtime  
decision fault prevention. It is deployable on commod- 
ity phones without any infrastructure/hardware change. 
We implement iCellular on commodity Nexus 6 phones 
and leverage Project-Fi’s efforts to test multi-carrier ac-  
cess among two  top US carriers: T-Mobile and Sprint. 
Our experiments confirm that iCellular helps users with  
up to 3.74x throughput improvement (7x suspension and 
1.9x latency reduction etc.) over the state-of-art selec- 
tion. Moreover, iCellular locates the best-quality carrier  
in most cases, with negligib le overhead on CPU, memory  
and energy consumption. 
networks at the end device.  In practice, most regions 
are covered by more than one carrier (say, Verizon, T- 
Mobile, Sprint, etc. in the US). With mult i-carrier ac- 
cess, the device may  intelligently select  among carrier 
networks and improve its access quality. To this end, in- 
dustrial efforts have recently emerged to provide 3G/4G 
multi-carrier access via universal SIM card, including 
Google  Project Fi [29], Apple SIM [16], and Samsung 
e-SIM [27]. The ongoing 5G standardization also seeks 
to integrate heterogenous network technologies [39]. 
However, our study shows that the full benefits of 
multiple carrier access can be limited by today’s  cel- 
lular design.  We examine Google Project-Fi with two 
carriers (T-Mobile and Sprint), and discover three prob- 
lems, all of which are independent of implementations 
(§3): (P1) the anticipated switch never occurs even when 
the serving carrier’s  coverage is really weak; (P2) the 
switch takes rather long time (tens of seconds or minutes) 
without service availability; and (P3) the device fails to 
choose the high-quality network (e.g., selecting 3G with 
weaker coverage rather than 4G with stronger coverage). 
It turns out that, these problems are rooted in the con- 
flicts between legacy 3G/4G roaming design and user’s  
multi-carrier access requests. With the single-carrier sce- 
nario in mind, the 3G/4G design places the controllabil- 
ity of carrier access to the network side.  Roaming to 
other carriers is not preferred unless the home carrier is 
unavailable. As a result, today’s  carrier selection mech- 
anism (i.e., PLMN selection) passively monitors other 
carriers after losing home carrier service, and selects the 
carrier based on pre-defined roaming preference given by 
the serving carrier network [13, 14]. Although viable in 
the single carrier case, this design limits user’s  ability to 
explore multiple carriers. The user could miss the high- 
quality carrier network, delay the switch with redundant 
carrier scanning, and get stuck in the low-quality carrier. 
While  this problem may be solved in  future architec- 
ture design (e.g. 5G), it  takes years to accompolish. In- 
stead, we seek to devise a solution that works in today’s 
3G/4G network, in line with ongoing industrial efforts, 
1   Introduction 
Mobile Internet access has become an essential part of 
our daily life with our s martphones. From the user’s 
perspective, (s)he demands for high-quality, anytime, 
and anywhere network access. From the infrastructure’s 
standpoint, carriers are migrat ing towards faster tech- 
nologies (e.g., from 3G to 4G LTE), while boosting net- 
work capacity through dense deployment and efficient 
spectrum utilizat ion. Despite such continuous efforts, no 
single carrier can ensure complete  coverage or highest 
access quality at any place and anytime. 
In additional to infrastructure upgrade from carriers, 
a promising alternative is to leverage multiple carrier 
 
Single-carrier network access.     Today’s cellular net- 
work is designed under the premise of single-carrier net- 
work access. A user device is supposed to gain access 
directly  from the home PLMN. It  obtains radio  access 
from the serving cell and further connects to the core 
carrier network and the external Internet, as shown in  the  
left plot in Figure 1. When the current cell can no longer 
serve the user device (e.g., out of its coverage), the de- 
vice will be migrated to another available cell within the  
same PLMN. This is called  as handoff. For each single  
carrier, there  exists two types of handoffs: handoff within  
the same radio access technologies (RAT, e.g., 4G→4G)  
and inter-RAT handoff (e.g., 3G→4G). 
PLMN - x 
PLMN - 1 
2. Scan carriers 
Serving-PLMN 
1. Trigger   PLMN 
e.g.failure Selection  3. Select 
Other 
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Figure 1:   Multi-carrier network access (left) 
inter-carrier switch via PLMN selection (right). 
and 
e.g. Google Project-Fi, Apple SIM and Samsung e-SIM. 
Specifically, we address the following problem: can we 
overcome the design limitations of legacy 3G/4G roam- 
ing, without modifying phone hardware and 3G/4G net- 
work infrastructure? Our study yields a positive answer. 
We propose iCellular, a phone-side service to let users 
define their own cellular network access. Different from 
the traditional network-controlled roaming, iCellular en- 
hances the user’s  role in multi-carrier access.  It offers 
users high-level APIs to customize the access strategy. 
iCellular is built on top of current 3G/4G mechanisms  
at the device, but applies cross-layer adaptations to en- 
sure responsive multi-carrier access with minimal dis- 
ruption. To help users make proper decisions, iCellu- 
lar exploits online learn ing to predict  heterogenous car- 
rier’s performance. It further safeguards access decisions 
with fault prevention techniques. We implement iCellu- 
lar on commodity phone models (Nexus 6) and assess 
its performance with Project-Fi. Our evaluation shows 
that, iCellular can help users gain 3.74x throughput im-  
provement and 1.9x latency reduction on average by se- 
lecting the best carrier network. Meanwhile, iCellular 
has negligible impact on user’s  data service and OS re-  
source utilizat ion (less than 2% CPU usage), approxi-  
mates the lower bound of responsiveness and switch dis- 
ruption, and shields user strategies from decision faults. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. §2 in- 
troduces background. §3 presents experimental findings 
on issues of multi-carrier access, and uncovers the root 
causes. §4, §5, and §6 describe the design, implementa- 
tion and evaluation of iCellular.  §7 discusses other al- 
Roaming between carriers. When the home PLMN 
cannot serve its subscribers any more (e.g., in a foreign 
country), the device may roam to other carriers (visiting  
PLMN networks). In cellular network, this is enabled by 
PLMN Selection between carriers [14]. It supports 
both automatic  mode (based on a pre-defined PLMN pri-  
ority list) and manual mode. As shown in the right p lot of 
Figure 1, once triggered by certain  events (e.g. no home 
PLMN service or handoff failure), PLMN selection 
should first scan the available  carriers, and then select  
one based on pre-defined criteria (e.g. preference) or user 
manual operation. If the device determines to switch, 
it will deregister from the current  carrier network, and  
register to a new one. In this process, the network ser- 
vice may be temporarily unavailable. It is acceptable be- 
cause inter-carrier switch is supposed to happen rarely, 
thus having limited impact on user’s  data/voice usage. 
Multi-carrier access with universal SIM card. Re- 
cent industrial efforts aim at providing user access to 
multip le cellular carriers with single  SIM card. Th is in- 
cludes Google Pro ject Fi [29], Apple SIM [16], and Sam- 
sung e-SIM [27]. With installation of the SIM card, the 
user device has access to multip le cellular carriers (e.g. 
T-Mobile and Sprint in Project-Fi). Since only single cel- 
lular interface is available, each time the device can only 
use one of the carriers. Similar to roaming, the switch  
between carriers is also based on PLMN selection. 
3   Multi-carrier Access: Promises & Issues 
In this section, we run real-world  experiments to justify  
the benefits of accessing multiple  carriers, and point out 
the limitations of the today’s  mechanis m to motivate our 
design. The limitations we identify are independent of 
any implementations. They are rooted in 3G/4G design. 
ternatives, and §8 compares with the related work. 
concludes the work. 
§9 
2   Mobile Network Access Premier 
A cellular carrier deploys and operates its mobile  net- 
work to offer service to its subscribers. Such network 
is defined as a  public  land  mobile  network (PLMN). 
Each PLMN is divided into multiple  geographical re- 
gions called cells. In reality, one location is likely cov- 
ered by mult iple cells within one PLMN and multiple  
PLMNs (e.g. Verizon, AT&T, T-Mobile, Sprint). 
Methodology: We conduct both controlled experi- 
ments and a one-month background user study using two 
Nexus 6 phones with Google Project-Fi [29]. Project Fi 
is the only workable system in  the market to offer users 
with  access to two top-tier US carrier partners: T-Mobile 
and Sprint. It was released to the US in May 2015 and 
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Figure 2: An example log for serving carriers and networks and three problematic instances through Project-Fi. 
is still at its early stage (invitation only). It leverages the 
standard PLMN selection procedure and works with the 
commodity phone (so far, only Nexus 6 is supported). 
In each controlled experiment, we use a Nexus 6 
phone with a Fi-SIM card  and walk along two  routes in  
the campus building at  UCLA  or OSU. We walk slowly  
(< 1 m/s) to record  the serving carrier (“T”  for T-Mobile, 
“S” for Sprint) and its network type (4G or 3G) per sec- 
ond. In the meanwhile, we carry other accompanying 
phones to record the radio signal strength of each ac- 
cess option (T-4G, T-3G, S-4G, S-3G). We run 10 t imes  
and similar results are consistently observed in all the  
tests. In the user study (07/31/15 to 09/02/15), we use 
the Fi-enabled phone as usual and collect background 
user and cellular events with MobileIns ight , an  in-  
phone cellular monitoring tool [4]. Here, we present two  
controlled experiments as motivating examples, and de- 
scribe more experiments and the user study results in §4 
and §6. The user study verifies that the problems in  the 
examples are common in practice. 
3.1 Motivating Examples 
from other carriers available once it experiences lousy 
channel from the currently serving carrier. However, the 
experiments show that the mobile  device o ften gets stuck 
in one carrier’s  network and miss the better network ac- 
cess, for example, during [40s,60s] and [240s, 260s] in 
Figure 2. As shown in Figure  2b, T-Mobile suffers from 
extremely  weak radio coverage (< −130 dBm in 4G 
and < −110 dBm in  3G), but the phone never makes 
any attempt to move to Sprint, regardless of how strong 
Sprint’s  radio  signal is. As a result, the device misses the 
opportunity to improve network access quality. More- 
over, we find that the expected switch only  occurs until 
its access to the original carrier (here, T-Mobile) is com- 
pletely broken. This is rooted in the PLMN selection 
practice which triggers inter-carrier switch only  when the 
serving carrier fails. In other words, the device has to 
become out of service in this case, which is against the 
intention to promote access with more carrier choices. 
P2. Long  s witch time and service disruption. Even 
when inter-carrier switch  is eventually triggered, it may 
interrupt access for tens of seconds or even several min- 
utes (see Figure 7 for the user study results). In this ex- 
ample (Figure 2c), the mobile phone starts Sprint→T- 
Mobile roaming at the 140th second but it takes 17.3 
seconds to finally  gain access to T-Mobile 4G. This dura- 
tion is exceptionally longer than the typical handoff time 
(likely, several seconds) [46]. Such interruption likely 
tears down ongoing data services. We look into the event 
log (Figure  3) to figure out why the switch is so slow. It 
turns out that most of switch t ime is wasted on an exhaus- 
tive scan of all the possible cells, including AT&T and 
Verizon cells around. In th is example, it spends 14.7s on 
radio band scanning and 2.6s on completing the regis- 
tration (attachment) to the new carrier (here, T-Mobile). 
One thing worth noting is that such heavy overhead is 
not an implementation glitch (done by Google); Instead, 
it is rooted in  the standard design which selects a new 
PLMN only after an exhaustive scan [14]. However, we 
will disclose that such long delay is unnecessary and can 
be reduced without scarifying inter-carrier selection. 
Merits of multi-carrier access: we first verify that 
exploring multiple carriers is indeed beneficial for ser- 
vice availability and quality. Figure 2a shows the con- 
trolled experiment results over two routes. On the first 
route [0s,190s), Sprint gradually becomes weaker and  
then completely fades away but its dead-zone is covered 
by T-Mobile; On the second route [190s, 330s], in  con- 
trast, Sprint offers stronger coverage, even at locations 
with ext remely weak coverage from T-Mobile. Clearly, 
multi-carrier access indeed helps to enhance network ser- 
vice availab ility and quality, at least boosting radio cov- 
erage. We later demonstrate that such enhancement can 
greatly improve service performance  (e.g., data  speed) 
and user experience. For example, in [160s, 180s], the  
phone switches to T-Mobile and sustains radio access 
while  Sprint is not available. Recent  efforts (e.g., Google 
Project-Fi, Apple SIM) make a promising step. 
However, the benefits and potentials of better carrier 
access options have not been fully achieved. These ex- 
amples also reveal three problems, which are common  in 
practice and rooted in today’s  3G/4G design. 
P1. No anticipated inter-carrier switch. It  is desir- 
able for the device to migrate to better network access 
P3.  Unwise decision and unnecessary performance 
degradation. We observe that the device fails to mi- 
grate to the better choice, thus unable to achieve the po- 
tential benefits of multi-carrier access. The phone often 
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Time Event lect and how to execute, based on the pre-defined crite- 
ria  or configurat ions from the network side, regardless of 
useful information available  on the phone side. For ex- 
ample, the phone is able to probe other available carriers  
and determine whether inter-carrier switch is beneficial;  
It can trigger a preferable switch before it loses access; 
The phone has historical information and user preference  
which can help to filter out unnecessary scanning and 
select the preferable access faster; The phone is able to 
minimize disruption if it leverages the app context infor-  
mat ion (whether the apps are running). End intelligence 
is a necessity to make high-quality multi-carrier access 
while the legacy design uses network intelligence only. 
Moreover, network intelligence is insufficient for multi-  
carrier access. Each individual carrier by no  means has 
a global view, as it lacks informat ion of other carriers  
which are available to end devices. When the phone has 
a global view, the handoff with in a single  carrier may  
not be preferred  to those inter-carrier switch. Note that, 
the legacy design is rooted in the telcomm princip le of  
“smart core dumb  end”; However, today’s  end devices 
are not dumb any longer, with p roliferat ion of smart-  
phones. 
Problem statement: we investigate an alternative 
multi-carrier access solution that address above prob- 
lems. Different from the network-controlled approach, 
the solution should give users more power to define  their 
own cellular carrier access. It should allow responsive 
decisions, without missing the desired carrier network or 
making unwise decisions (P1 and P3). It should not dis- 
rupt available  network serv ice, or incur long unavailabil- 
ity in switch (P2). We seek a solution that can be readily 
deployable on commodity  smartphones, and work coher-  
ently with existing 3G/4G network infrastructure. 
RF band 
scanning: 
14.7s 
Network 
registration: 
2.6s 
Figure 3: Event logs during P2 (disruption) of Fig. 2c. 
moves to 3G offered by the same carrier, rather than the 
4G network from the other carrier which likely yields 
higher bandwidth and faster speed. Figure 2d illustrates 
two instances where the other carrier even provides much 
stronger 4G access. After entering into an area with- 
out Sprint  4G at  the 91st second, the device moves to 
Sprint 3G network, despite stronger radio  quality from 
T-Mobile 4G. It indicates that the intra-carrier handoff is 
preferred  to  the inter-carrier switch. However, such pref- 
erence prevents the inter-carrier switch from taking effect 
in reality. Even worse, such obstacle still exists when its 
network access to the original carrier has been shortly 
disrupted. For instance, in [267s, 273s], the original car- 
rier (T-Mobile 3G) is still chosen. In this case, T-Mobile 
4G and  3G networks almost have no coverage. In other 
words, the mobile  device acts as single-carrier phone in 
most cases, even with the multi-carrier access capability. 
Inter-carrier switch rarely happens as expected. 
3.2   Root Causes In Net-controlled Access 
We further exp lore  the root causes of the p roblems by  
analyzing 3G/4G design. It turns out that, all the prob- 
lems are  a  result of network-controlled PLMN selection  
in 3G/4G, which was a viab le choice for single-carrier  
usage, but not appropriate with multi-carrier access. 
Today’s  cellular networks are designed under the 
premise of single-carrier access. PLMN selection is no 
exception. While roaming to other carrier networks (v is- 
iting PLMNs) is allowed, it is not preferred by the home  
PLMN unless it  fails to offer network access to its sub- 
scribers. With this in mind, the 3G/4G design mandates 
the phones to choose carriers with the following PLMN  
selection procedure [13, 14]: (1) passive triggering/mon- 
itoring: when being  served by one PLMN network, the  
device should not monitor other carriers o r t rigger the se- 
lection until the current network fails (i.e., out of cover- 
age); (2) network-controlled selection: the device should 
choose the visiting network based on the PLMN prefer-  
ences predefined by the home carrier, which  are stored in  
the SIM card. (3) hard switch: the device should dereg- 
ister from the old network, and register to the new one. 
Such design places the controllability of mult i-carrier 
access on the network side, though it is executed on the 
phone side.  It determines when to switch, what to se- 
4   iCellular Design 
We now present iCellular, a device-side software-based 
solution that facilitate users to define their own cellu-  
lar network access. Figure 4 gives an overview. In  
brief, iCellular enhances the users’ role in every step 
of inter-carrier switch, including the triggering/monitor- 
ing, decision and switch execution. It  provides high-level 
APIs for users to customize selection strategy (§4.1). To  
be incrementally deployable, we build  iCellular on top 
of existing mechanisms from phone’s  cellular interface. 
To guarantee the responsiveness and minimal-disruption, 
iCellular applies adaptations over existing mechanisms  
(§4.2 and §4.3). To help users make wise decisions, iCel- 
lular offers a online learn ing service to predict  network  
performance (§4.4),  and protects users from decision 
faults (§4.5). To achieve adaptation, prediction and de- 
cision fault prevention, iCellular incorporates with real-  
time cellular event feedbacks. Different from approaches 
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11:19:57.414  Out-of -service. Start PLMN search 
11:19:57.628  Scanning AT&T 4G cell 1, unavailable 
11:19:57.748  Scanning AT&T 4G cell 2, unavailable 
… … 
11:20:11.788 Scanning Verizon 4G cell 1, unavailable 
… … 
11:20:12.188  Scanning T-Mobile 4G cell 1, available 
11:20:12.771  Attach request (to T-Mobile 4G) 
11:20:14.788  Attach accept 
 
Cmd/config      Feedback 
to specify the metric it is interested, and learns a predic- 
tion model based on heterogeneity profiles and  runtime 
monitoring results. The following code shows how user 
can initiate a latency predictor1: 
predictor   =   Predictor("Latency"); 
The last step is to define the access selection strategy 
and perform the switch  if applicab le. To let  users make 
responsive decisions, iCellular let user strategy be trig- 
gered by the latest and even partial search results. To 
do so, the user should overload an event-driven decision 
callback function. Users are given the runtime monitor- 
ing results of available  carrier networks. Optionally, the 
user can use the predictor to help  determine the target 
carrier network. The user can call SwitchTo() func- 
tion to perform the inter-carrier switch. Different from 
the PLMN selection, the SwitchTo() performs direct 
inter-carrier switch, and minimizes the service  disruption 
time (P2 in §3). The following code shows a strategy 
that minimizes latency and ensures satisfying radio  qual- 
ity (greater than -100dBm): 
def  decision_callback(monitor): 
iCellular 
APIs 
SwitchTo ( ) Monitor( ) Predictor( ) 
Prediction 
Service  
Decision Fault 
g 
Figure 4: iCellular system architecture. 
min_latency 
for network 
latency  = 
=  inf; target =  null; 
in monitor: 
predictor.predict(network); 
Table 1: Cellular events used in iCellular. 
if network.rss > -100dBm 
and  latency  <  min_latency: 
min_latency  =  latency;  target  =  network; 
SwitchTo(target); 
using additional diagnosis machine (e.g.  QXDM [42]) 
or software-defined radio (e.g. LTEye [35]), we develop 
an in-phone mechanism to gather realtime cellular events  
(§4.6, cellular events are summarized in Table 1). 
4.1   iCellular APIs 
iCellular allows users to control their cellu lar access 
strategy through three high-level APIs: Monitor(),  
Pre dictor() and Switc hTo(). We use a simple  
example to illustrate how they work. Consider a user 
who has access to T-Mobile and Sprint 3G/4G networks, 
and would like to choose in the network with min imal ra- 
dio link latency. To do so, the user first initiates an  active 
monitor by calling Monitor() function, and specify- 
ing the list of the carrier networks s/he is interested in: 
monitor   =    Monitor(["T-4G","T-3G","S-4G"]); 
Different from the PLMN select ion, active monitoring 
allows users to scan carriers even if their current carrier 
network is serving them. This would prevent users from 
missing the better carrier network (P1 and P3 in §3). 
To choose the target carrier network, the user may  
want to learn each network’s  performance (latency in  
this example). But without registration to other carri-  
ers, it cannot directly  probe other carrier network’s  per-  
formance at runtime. To facilitate users make decisions, 
iCellular defines a prediction service, which allows user 
We next elaborate how iCellular realizes these abstrac- 
tions in an incrementally deployable way,  while still 
guaranteeing responsiveness and minimal-disruption. 
Access to multiple carriers simultaneously? The 
readers may notice that iCellular does not provide API 
to simultaneous registration to multip le carriers. This 
may  help  utilize  all available  cellular networks, and has 
been extensively discussed in MPTCP [43, 47] and WiFi 
[22, 33]. Unfortunately, it cannot be supported by ei- 
ther 3G/4G network infrastructure or device. On the net- 
work side, the reg istration on one carrier’s  3G/4G net- 
work would result in de-registration from other carriers 
by design. Today’s  roaming architecture maintains user 
identify and  location state in formation  in  a single home 
subscriber server (HSS). Whenever the device registers 
on a new carrier network, the 3G/4G design requires 
the HSS to  delete o ld location area context, and  sends 
a location cancellation command to the o ld location area  
controller to deregister the user [9, 19]. On  device side, 
most phones only have single cellular interface, and do 
not support storing multiple network states. While there 
exist phones with dual SIM cards [2], they do not scale 
1In the real implementation, the user should provide a callback to 
let  iCellular monitor this metric. 
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Paging cycle PLMN pref config  
Cellular 
Interface 
inactivity timer for the device.  The device periodically 
wakes up from sleep  mode, monitors the paging chan- 
nel to  check downlink data availability, and then moves 
to sleep mode if no data is available. iCellular gains 
the this cycle configuration from the radio resource con- 
trol (RRC) message, and schedules scanning events only 
when device is in the sleep mode. Figure 6 shows our 
one-month observation of 4G per-cell search time in one 
mobile device with Project-Fi. It shows that, 79.2% of   
cells can be scanned in less than one paging cycle. For 
other cells, more cycles are needed to finish the scanning. 
Manual Net 
Search 
Cellular Events 
Figure 5: Adaptive active monitoring in iCellular. 
to more carriers. One could also propose clean slate de- 
signs, which however would require  long-term deploy- 
ment. While we appreciate the benefits of simultaneous 
cellu lar access, we prefer our solution to be readily de- 
ployable. 
4.2   Adaptative Monitoring 
To achieve the active monitoring function Monito r(), 
iCellular should init iate the carrier network search even 
when the current network is still availab le. For this pur- 
pose, the only available  mechanism for user in  phone is 
the manual network search [14]. It was designed to let 
users manually  scan all available  carriers. Once initiated, 
the device scans neighboring carrier’s  frequency bands, 
extracts the network status from the broadcasted system 
informat ion block (SIB), and measures their radio  qual- 
ity. To be incrementally  deployable, we choose to realize  
Monito r() on top of manual network search. 
However, naive manual search does not satisfy min- 
disruption or responsiveness properties. First, scanning 
neighbor carriers may d isrupt the network service. The  
device has to re-synchronize to other carriers’ frequency 
bands, during which it  cannot exchange traffic  with cur-  
rent carrier network. Second, it  is exhaustive to all carri-  
ers by design. Even if the users are not interested in some 
carriers (e.g. no roaming contract), this function would 
still scan them, which can  delay the user decision and  
wastes more power. To address them, iCellular intro- 
duces cross-layer adaptors for both problems (Figure 5): 
Minimal search: instead of exhausting all carrier net- 
works, iCellular adapts manual search to only scan those 
specified by user. Given the user-specified carrier net- 
works in Monito r(), iCellular first configures the cel- 
lular interface to let  the manual network search scans 
these carriers first. Th is is achieved by assigning these 
carriers with highest PLMN preferences. Then iCellu- 
lar init iates the manual search, and listens to the cellu- 
lar events to see which carrier is being scanned. These 
events include the per-cell radio quality measurements, 
and its system informat ion b lock with PLMN. When  
iCellular detects that the device has finished scanning of 
the user-specified carriers, it  terminates the manual net- 
work search function. 
Monitoring-decision parallelism:  sometimes  the  
user can determine the target carrier network without 
complete  monitoring results. For example, if the user 
prefers 4G, it can decide to switch whenever 4G is re-  
ported, without waiting fo r 3G results. To support this, 
iCellular allows users to make decisions with partial re-  
sults, thus further accelerating the decision. This is real- 
ized with iCellular’s event-driven API design: instead of 
waiting  all scanning results, iCellular triggers the deci-  
sion callback whenever new results are available. 
4.3   Direct Inter-carrier switch 
iCellular aims at min imizing the d isruption time when  
switching between carriers. To be incrementally de-  
ployable, iCellular still reuses the PLMN selection, but 
applies adaptation to minimize the switch disruption. 
This is  doable because most  service disruption time are  
caused by necessary frequency band scanning (§3). With  
the active monitoring function, iCellular does not need 
to scan the carrier networks in switch. More specifically, 
given a target carrier network from SwitchTo(), iCel- 
lular achieves the direct switch by configuring the target 
carrier with highest PLMN preference. Then it triggers 
Disruption avoidance: to avoid disruption on user 
data service, iCellular schedules scanning events only 
when the device has no traffic delivery. This requires 
iCellular to monitor the uplink and downlink traffic  ac-  
tivity. Although the uplink traffic activity can be directly  
known from device itself, the downlink traffic  status is 
challenging to predict. They may arrive when the device 
has re-synchronized to other carriers’ cells. If so, these 
traffic reception could be delayed or even lost. 
iCellular  prevents  this  with  the  low-level cellular 
event feedback. We observe that in the 3G/4G network, 
the downlink data reception is regulated by the period- 
ical paging cycle (e.g. discontinuous reception in 4G 
[11, 44]). To save power, the 3G/4G base station assigns 
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manual PLMN selection to the target carrier network. 
This way, the device would directly switch to the target 
without unnecessary scanning. 
We next compare  iCellular’s switch time with lower 
bound in 3G/4G. In 3G/4G network, switching to an- 
other network requires at least de-registration from the  
old network (detach), and registration to the new network  
(attach). According to [12], the detach time is negligi-  
ble, since the device can  detach direct ly without inter- 
action to the old carrier network. So the minimal d is- 
ruption time in switch is equal to the attach time, i.e. 
Table 2: Predictability of heterogeneity profiles. 
aVaries between 4G frequency bands, but invariant within the band. 
Tswitch,min = Tattach. For iCellular, no extra attempts to 
because the radio technology and operation heterogene- 
ity between carriers are predictable. We validate this as- 
sumption by analyzing  a 1-month background user study 
log, which includes 13257 radio configuration and 939  
QoS configuration messages, and covers 136 4G and 76  
3G base stations. Table 2 lists the predictability of some 
parameters  from th is log. For each  parameter, we choose 
the one with h ighest probability, and shows it  occurrence  
probability. It shows that, most QoS and radio config- 
urations are invariant of time and location. Some pa- 
rameters (e.g. priority) may vary  between base stations, 
they are predictable on per-cell granularity. By profiling  
these heterogeneity information, iCellular can use them 
for later predictions. To this end, iCellular learns the 
prediction model as follows: 
other carrier networks are performed. But since it is on 
top of PLMN selection, the scanning of target carrier still 
exists. So the inter-carrier switch time is 
Tswitch,iCellular = nt Tt + Tattach = Tswitch,min + nt Tt (1) 
where nt and Tt are the cell count and per-cell scanning 
time for the target carrier network, respectively.  Com- 
pared with the attach time, this  extra  overhead is usu- 
ally negligible in practice. Figure 7 verifies this with our 
one-month background monitoring results in Project-Fi. 
It shows that, iCellular indeed approximates the lower  
bound, despite this minor overhead. 
4.4 Prediction for Heterogeneous Carriers 
To decide which carrier network to switch to, the users 
may  gather performance informat ion for each carrier net- 
work. Ideally, all the informat ion should be collected at 
runtime to facilitate accurate decisions.  Unfortunately, 
this is not availab le with registration to single  carrier net- 
work. Unregistered carrier networks would not allocate 
any resource to the users, and the device cannot exchange 
informat ion with these networks. Only the radio qual- 
ity/load measurements and basic system information is 
available for unregistered carrier networks. 
Even so, one may wonder if it  is sufficient to determine  
the target carrier network with  radio  quality/load mea-  
surements only. In fact, this is the de facto approach for 
3G/4G handoffs within a single carrier network [11, 13].  
However, besides radio quality/load, the heterogeneity 
between carrier networks also plays a crit ical role  for  
differentiating their performances. Different cellular car-  
riers may deploy heterogeneous radio technologies (e.g. 
3G UMTS VS. EvDo) and operation rules even for the 
same radio technology (e.g. QoS and radio configura-  
tions). Compared with the handoff within a single car- 
rier, in inter-carrier switch such heterogeneity may  have 
a larger impact on performance. In §6.1, we will show 
that radio-only  strategies are not sufficient to help  users 
select satisfying carrier networks. 
Given this fact, iCellular chooses to help users predict 
carrier’s performance  based on both radio  measurements 
and heterogeneity information. This approach is feasible 
Heterogeneity profiling: when  registered  in  dif- 
ferent carrier networks, iCellular collects the cellular 
events, extract the configurations and aggregates them 
by time and  location. Currently iCellular focuses on two 
types: (1) QoS profile  from the EPS(4G)/PDP(3G) con- 
text, which  includes the delay class and peak/maximum 
throughput; (2) radio  parameters from the RRC config- 
uration message, which  includes the physical and MAC 
layer configurations. To reduce the training sample di- 
mension, we exclude fields unrelated to the performance 
based on the domain-specific knowledge (e.g. temporar- 
ily identifiers, timestamps and security functions). 
Online predictor training: iCellular uses regression 
tree algorithm [38] to learn a predictor for user-specific 
metric  from Pre dictor(). The predictor is repre- 
sented as a tree, with each  interior node as a test con- 
dition over radio  measurements or profile  fields. When 
user calls Predictor.pre dict(), iCellular takes 
measurements and heterogeneity profile  as input, tra- 
verse the tree to the leaf and returns the estimation. 
To construct the regression tree, iCellular starts from 
the root, and finds the field (measurement  or p rofile) that  
best splits the samples by minimizing the impurities in  
the two child nodes. This field would be used as the test 
criteria for the current node. Then we move on to its 
children, and recursively add nodes until further adding  
nodes do not give extra information.  Then we assign 
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Traffic class Background 100% Interactive 97.5% 
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Figure  10:   Interplay 
between user and net- 
work’s  mobility. 
Time (second) 
Figure 8: Three types of improper switch decisions. 
Figure 9:   Switch to a net- 
work with no voice support. 
each leaf node an estimated user-specified metric value 
based on regression. We use an online version [21], so 
that it can be trained with incremental sample collection 
from iCellular, and improve the prediction  accuracy by 
accumulat ing more samples. Moreover, since the het- 
erogeneity profile  is highly  predictable, iCellular further 
optimizes the algorithm by caching  the branches whose 
parent node tests heterogeneity profiles. In both training  
and query phase, this reduces computations. 
4.5   Decision Fault Prevention 
Letting users customize access strategy can be a double- 
edged sword. Users may make faults and cause unex-  
pected service disruption and/or undesired switch. Fig- 
ure 8 shows three categories of user decision faults: 
Forbidden access: some carrier network may  be tem-  
porarily inaccessible. For example, our user study re- 
ports that a Sprint  4G base station experiences 10-min  
maintenance, during which  the access baring option the  
the RRC system block is enabled. 
whether each carrier network has one of the problems 
above. If so, this carrier network would be excluded from 
the monitoring results to user decision callback. This  
prevents user from switching these carrier networks. To 
detect forbidden access, iCellular checks the access con- 
trol list from RRC SIB 1 [11]. To detect function incom- 
pleteness, iCellular checks the profiled  data/voice pref-  
erence configuration from registration/location update 
messages [12]. To prevent incoordination with network-  
controlled handoff, iCellular profiles each carrier net- 
work’s  mobility ru les from RRC configuration message 
[11,13], and predicts if further handoff would be initiated   
by network with measurements. 
4.6   Cellular Events Collection 
As shown in §4.2-§4.5, iCellular relies on low-level cel-  
lular events to perform cross-layer adaptations over exist- 
ing mechanisms, predict the carrier network performance  
and potential switch faults. The cellu lar events include 
the signaling messages between device and network, and  
radio  quality/load measurements. Table 1 summarizes  
the events required by iCellular functions. Note that 
some events (e.g. paging) should be extracted at  realtime  
for feedbacks. Unfortunately, getting cellular events on 
commodity phone at realtime is not readily available to- 
day. These events are not exposed to mobile  OS or apps. 
There exist commercial tools (e.g. QXDM [42]) and re- 
search projects (e.g. LTEye [35] and CellIQ [30]) to ex- 
tract them. But both require  external plat form (e.g. lap- 
top) to connect to the mobile  device, which  limits the de-  
vice’s  flexib le movement, and cannot satisfy iCellular re- 
altime demand. To this end, we develop an in-phone so- 
lution by adapting the existing cellular diagnostic mode. 
We enable  the d iagnostic mode on the phone, modify  the  
the virtual device for it, and redirect the cellular events 
from the USB port to the memory. This way, no external   
platform is needed. 
in some Switch to carriers with incomplete service: 
scenarios, the target carrier network cannot provide com- 
plete data/voice services. Figure 9 shows one instance 
from our user study. T-Mobile provides voice service 
with circuit-switch-fall-back, which moves user to 3G 
and utilizes circu it-switch service fo r the call. But there 
exist areas not covered by T-Mobile 3G. In this scenario, 
the user in Sprint 4G should not switch to T-Mobile 4G, 
which cannot offer voice service without 3G network. 
Incoordination with carrier’s  mobility rules: the 
user selection may  not be honored by  individual carrier’s  
handoff rules. Figure 10 reports one instance from our 
user study: the user under Sprint 4G may determine to 
switch to one T-Mobile 4G. But under the same con- 
dition, T-Mobile’s  mobility rules (e.g. cell re-selection 
[13]) determine to switch its 4G users to its 3G. In this 
case, user’s  decision to T-Mobile 4G is improper, be- 
cause the final target network (T-Mobile 3G) is not pre- 
ferred, and such switch incurs unnecessary disruption. 
To prevent users’ decision faults, iCellular chooses to 
safeguard user decisions strategies with fault-prevention 
mechanis ms (Figure 5). Given the runtime measure- 
ments and heterogeneity profiles,  iCellular estimates 
5   Implementation 
We implement iCellular on Motorola Nexus 6, a  com-  
modity s martphone released in Oct 2014. It  runs Android 
OS 5.1 over Quad-core 2.7 GHz Krait 450 (CPU) and 
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profiling and user-specific metric monitoring function. 
Direct 
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AT-cmd 
Port 
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Figure 11: Overview of iCellular implementation. 
Decision fault prevention (§4.5): the fault preven- 
tion function is implemented as a shim layer between 
active monitoring and user APIs. It predicts the poten- 
tial switch  failures based on monitoring  results and het- 
erogeneity profiling, and  exclude the unreachable  carrier  
networks from the monitoring results. We further add a  
runtime checker in SwitchTo() function, and prevent 
users from selecting carriers not in the scanning results. 
Qualcomm Snapdragon 805 (cellular interface). It sup- 
ports 4G LTE, 3G HSPA/UMTS/CDMA and 2G GSM. 
To activate access to multip le cellu lar networks, we in-  
stalled Project-Fi SIM card  on Nexus 6, which supports 
T-Mobile and Sprint 3G/4G. 
Figure 11 illustrates the system implementation. iCel- 
lular runs as a daemon service on a rooted phone. To  
enable interaction with the cellular interface, we first ac- 
tivate the baseband processing tools (in bootloader),  
and turn on the diagnostic mode [3] and AT-command  
interfaces. To facilitate implementation, we fu rther de- 
velop MobileInsight [4], a Python package that 
supports analysis of major 3G/4G protocols, including  
the radio resource control (RRC), mobility management  
(GMM/EMM) and session management (SM/ESM). 
iCel lular APIs  (§4 .1): iCellular imple ments the m 
under the Analyzer , an  event -driven  interface  in  
MobileInsight fo r the cellu lar mess age analys is. It  
accepts  <filter, callback> pair at  runt ime, e x-  
tracts corresponding cellular events, and triggers the call-  
backs  fo r them. This makes event-driven  decision  strat - 
egy callback implementat ion straightforward. To define  
a select ion  ru le, the users can  develop  a script  with  APIs  
in Python. Then iCellular will load them at runtime. 
Cellular events collection (§4.6): we use the built- 
in realtim e cellu lar monito rs from MobileIns igh t . 
We modify the diagnostic mode port (/dev/diag ), and  
redirect the events to the phone memory. 
6   Evaluation 
We evaluate iCellular in two dimensions. We first  
present the overall performance improvement achieved 
by iCellular with smart mult i-carrier access, and then 
show iCellular satisfies various design properties in  §4.  
All the evaluations are conducted on the commodity  
Nexus 6 phones implementing  iCellular, and tested in  
two cities of Los Angeles (west coast) and Columbus  
(Midwest), mainly around two campuses. 
6.1   Overall Performance 
We choose four representative apps to evaluate iCel- 
lular’s performance: downloading SpeedTest for bulk 
file  transfer, interaction latency for s mall volume traffic  
(web), video (Youtube) and VoIP (Skype). iCellular can 
support customizing access strategy using other metrics  
(e.g. minimizing b illing, see Appendix A). We evaluate 
each app with key quality-of-experience metrics when- 
ever possible, i.e., downlink speed for SpeedTest, page 
loading time for Web [15], v ideo suspension time for  
Youtube [36], latency for Skype [31]. We test with the 
following traffic: web v ia loading Yahoo News webpage, 
Youtube via watching a 10-min HD (auto rate) v ideo, 
Skype via making a 2-min voice call. Before each run, 
we clear the caching for Web and Youtube (no need for  
Speedtest and Skype). The details to  collect app perfor- 
mance metrics are given in Appendix B. We run both 
walking-mobility and static tests. Along the walking  
routes, we uniformly sample locations and perform ad-  
ditional static tests. We run at  least 5 t imes  and use the 
median value for evaluation. 
Adaptative active monitoring (§4.2): we  imple- 
ment the Monitor() with manual search and adapta- 
tions. Our implementat ion  in it iates  the search  with  an 
AT query  command AT+COPS=?. The non-d isrupt ion 
and min imal search  adaptat ions are implemented  as an  
Analyzer for cellular events in Table 1. 
Adaptive  direct  switch  (§4.3):        we  implement 
SwitchTo()  method  on  top  of  PLMN  selection, 
with  dynamic  adaptations  for  direct  switch. Ide- 
ally,  this can be achieved with the AT set command 
AT+COP S= manual,carrier,network.   However,  
this  co mmand  is  fo rb idden  by  Ne xus  6’s  cellu lar in -  
terface. So  we enab le  an  alternat ive  approach : we  
change the p referred  network type through  Andro id’s  
API setPreferredNetworkType , and  change car-  
rier with  Project -Fi ’s secret  code (34777 fo r Sprint,  
34866 for T-Mobile). Admittedly , this approach may 
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the hit ratio as the matching samples |(I = Iopt )| over all 
Figure 12: Performance of speedtest, web, youtube, 
skype using various multi-carrier access schemes. 
      x | ∗  the test samples. We define the gap ratio γ = 
| 
and 
x
∗  let γ+ be the positive ratio set γ+ = {γ|γ > 0}. We plot 
CDF of the γ in Figure 13 and present the hit ratio and 
statistics of γ+ in Table 3. We make three observations. 
First, iCellular makes a wiser mult i-carrier access de- 
cision. It matches with the optimal one in most cases. 
The hit ratios are as high as 89.5%, 68.4%, 69.8% and 
98.1% in the all SpeedTest, Web, Youtube and Skype 
tests, respectively (Table 3). They are relatively  small 
in case of Web and Youtube but does not incur much per- 
formance degradation (explained later). They are much 
higher than the ones using the standard PLMN selection 
procedure (below 37%). It indicates that iCellular over- 
comes the identified problems (P1, P2 and P3) and does 
not miss the the best-quality access in most cases. 
Second, iCellular greatly boosts data service perfor- 
mance. Compared with Fi, iCellular not only narrows 
its performance  gap (e.g., reducing the maximal speed 
loss from 73.7% (19.7Mbps) to 25.7%, and the maximal  
video suspension time gap from 28.1s to 3.2s), but also  
achieves similar performance as the optimal one. It ei-  
ther hits the optimal decision or exh ibit s mall gaps from 
the optimal one, regardless of various applications and 
coverage types. The performance gain varies with lo-  
cations: with acceptable coverage (case 1-2), Fi’s per- 
formance also approximates the optimal one. But at  lo- 
cations with  weak coverage, iCellular improves the de- 
vice performance more significantly. We also notice that 
the performance gain varies with applications (traffic  pat- 
terns). Compared with other traffic, iCellular provides 
relatively s mall improvement for web browsing. The rea-  
son is that, web traffic volume is relatively small and  
there is no large performance  distinction using various 
access options. However, for heavy traffic like file trans- 
fer (speedtest), video streaming and voice calls, iCellular 
can significantly improves the performance. Roughly, 
the average improvement of iCellular over Fi approx- 
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Figure 13: The performance gaps from Fi and iCellu- 
lar to the optimal. 
We compare iCellular and its variants, with two base- 
lines: (i) the standard PLMN selection (also used in 
Project Fi’s  auto selection mode), and (ii) Optimal strat- 
egy. We obtain the optimal access option by exhausting 
their performance at  each location. It  serves as an ideal 
performance bound. We implement the default iCellular 
using regression tree based on radio+profile, as well as 
other two strategies. (1) Radio-only: this is the de-facto 
handoff strategy in 3G/4G network. We implement the 
standardized cell re-selection  algorithm [10, 13]: when- 
ever there exists 4G whose signal strength is higher than 
-120dBm, the strongest 4G carrier network is chosen. 
Otherwise we choose the strongest 3G carrier network. 
(2) Profile-only: this strategy explores the heterogene- 
ity between carriers. It moves the device to the carrier 
network with highest QoS (see Table 2). 
Result: Figure 12 shows their performance in eight 
instances (locations), which belong to three categories: 
both carriers with acceptable coverage (cases 1-2), one  
carrier with acceptable coverage but the other not (cases 
3-5), both carriers with  weak coverage and one is weaker  
(cases 6-8). We further compare  their performance with  
the optimal one. Let I and Iopt be the access options cho- 
sen by the test scheme and the optimal, and let x and x∗  
imates γ f i − γicellular . On average, iCellular increases 
23.8% downlink speed and reduces 7.3% loading time in 
Web, 37% suspension time in Youtube, 60.4% latency in 
Skype. Since iCellular often selects the optimal access, 
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Figure 14: iCellular’s adaptive monitoring avoids ex- 
haustive search. Figure 
Switch time. 
15: Figure 16: Implementation  over- 
head in iCellular’s direct switch. 
the maximal gain over Fi can be up to 46.5% in Web, 
6.9x in Youtube, 1.9x in Skype, and 3.74x in speed. 
Third, iCellular’s  regression tree algorithm best ap- 
proximates the optimal strategy. It outperforms radio-  
only and profile-only  variants (§4.4). We also notice that  
the importance of profile  and radio measurements vary 
across applications. For example, our log event analy- 
sis shows that, T-Mobile assigns Project-Fi users with  
interactive traffic class (Table 2), which is optimized for  
delay-sensitive VoIP service [8]2. Instead, Sprint only al-  
locates best-effort background traffic  class to users. This  
exp lains why for Skype, the profile-only  strategy’s  per-  
formance approximates to the optimal strategy. 
6.2   Efficiency and Low Overhead 
We next present the micro-benchmark evaluation of key 
components and validate that iCellular is efficient. This 
partly contributes to the nice performance of iCellular in 
§6.1. We further examine its fault prevention and low 
overhead regarding CPU, memory and battery usage. 
lar saves 76.7% switch time on average, compared with 
Project-Fi. However, the current iCellular implemen- 
tation has not achieved the minimal switch time; it still 
requires 8.8s on average. We dig into the event logs to 
analyze the root cause. Figure  16 discloses that the cur- 
rent bottleneck lies in the SIM card reconfiguration. The 
current iCellular implementation relies on Project-Fi’s 
system service  (universal SIM card) and it  has to wait 
until the SIM card is reconfigured to switch to another 
carrier. In the experiments, we find that most of switch 
time (7.3s on average) are spent on the SIM card recon- 
figuration, which is beyond the control of iCellular. The 
phone has no network service  in  this  period: it  deregis- 
ters from the old carrier, but does not register on the new 
carrier. The lower bound implies that, iCellular could 
save 96.1% switch t ime compared  with the PLMN selec- 
tion, if with faster SIM card reconfiguration. 
Fault prevention. We next  verify that iCellular han- 
dles fault scenarios and prevents users from switching to  
unwise carrier networks. All three types of fault decision  
scenarios (§4.5) have been observed in  our one-month 
user study of Project-Fi (no iCellular enabled). Note  
that the scenarios are not common  (the cellular network  
system is largely successful). We observe one instance 
of the forbidden access, where one Sprint 4G base sta- 
tion sets the access barring option for 10 min (possibly 
under maintenance). iCellular leverages the active mon- 
itoring function and detect it from the RRC SIB1 mes- 
sage. Afterwards, it excludes Sprint 4G from the candi- 
date pool, and prevent the user from making a fau lt de-  
cision. We observe another instance of Figure 9, where  
T-mobile  4G is available but T-Mobile 3G is not avail-  
able. Since T-Mobile 4G does not implement Voice over 
LTE (VoLTE) and has to count on its 3G network (us- 
ing circuit-switching Fallback) for voice calls [45]. So  a  
correct decision should not switch to T-Mobile 4G since  
voice calls are not reachable. iCellular can detect it  from 
the profiled voice p reference  and location update mes- 
sages, and exclude this access option from the candidate 
list. We also observe uncoordinated mobility rules be- 
tween network and user’s  strategy (see Figure 10). We 
validate that iCellular can detect conflicting scenarios 
and avoid such mistakes. 
Efficiency. We examine iCellular’s efficiency through 
two adaptive module tests.  First, we show iCellular’s  
adaptive monitoring is able to accelerates the carrier 
scanning. We compare it with the default manual search 
and show the total search time and the number of cells 
scanned at 100 d ifferent locations. Figure 14 shows that, 
with  adaptive search, 70% of the search can be fin ished 
within  10s, which is 64% shorter than the exhaustive 
manual search.  Figure 14b  validates that such saving 
comes from the avoidance of scanning unnecessary cells. 
The search time and the number of cells vary with loca- 
tions, depending on the cell density. 
Second, we examine how iCellular’s adaptive switch 
can reduce service disruption. In this experiment, we  
place the phone at the boundary of two carrier’s  cover- 
age, and test the switch time needed foriCellular and the 
PLMN selection (aka, Project-Fi) for 50 runs. The inter- 
carrier switch time is defined as the duration from the de-  
registration from the o ld network carrier, to  the registra- 
tion to the new carrier. For comparison, we also calculate  
the lower bound based on the MobileInsight event 
logs, described in §4.3.  Figure 15 shows that iCellu- 
2This QoS is specific to Project-Fi.  For example, we verify that 
T -Mobile users with Samsung S5 is allocated with background class. 
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cellular interface should be enhanced to store multiple 
carrier network states. Moreover, it should have round- 
robin mechanisms similar to proposals in WiFi [22, 33]. 
T- 4G    T-3G    S-4G    S-3G 
(a)  Youtube 
T-4G   T-3G   S-4G   S-3G 
(b) Skype Enhanced cellular  access abstractions: 
with  si- 
multaneous cellular access, iCellular’s cellular access 
strategy APIs (§4.1) can  be extended in two  dimen-  
sions. First, the SwitchTo() function can be gener- 
alized to addition/deletion of registered carriers. Sec-  
ond, with simultaneous access to mult iple  carriers, the  
Predictor() function can be enhanced with runtime  
probing. For registered carriers, users can monitor all  
of their cellular events. For unregistered carriers, the   
Predictor() function is still identical to iCellular’s. 
8 Related Work 
In recent years, exploring multiple cellular carriers at- 
tracts research efforts on both network and device side. 
The network side efforts include sharing the radio re- 
source [25, 32, 41, 41] and infrastructure [19, 20, 34, 48] 
between carriers, which helps reduce deployment cost. 
On the device side, both clean-slate design with dual SIM 
cards [2, 23] and single universal SIM card [16, 27, 29] 
are explored for multi-carrier access.  Our work com- 
plements the single-SIM approach for incremental de- 
ployment, but differs from recent efforts by moving be- 
yond the network-controlled roaming, and offering user- 
defined selection in a responsive and non-disruptive way. 
iCellular explores the rich cellular connectivities on 
mobile device. Similar efforts explore the multiple phys- 
ical interfaces from WiFi and cellular network, including 
WiFi offloading [17, 24, 26] and multipath-TCP [40, 47]. 
iCellular differs from them since it uses single cellular 
interface. In the WiFi context, recent works [18, 22, 33] 
propose aggregate multiple APs for higher capacity. As 
discussed in §4.1, similar techniques are unavailable for 
3G/4G. Instead, iCellular chooses to let users customize 
the selection strategies between carriers. 
9 Conclusion 
The current design of cellular networks limits the user’s  
ability to fully exp lore multi-carrier access. The funda- 
mental problem is that, existing 3G/4G (even 5G) mo-   
bile  networks  place most decisions and operational com-  
plexity on the infrastructure side. This network-centric  
design is partly inherited from the legacy telecom-based 
paradigm. As a result, the increasing capability of user 
devices is not properly explo ited. In  the mult i-carrier ac-  
cess context, users may  suffer from low-quality access 
while incurring unnecessary service disruption. In this 
work, we describe iCellular, which seeks to leverage  
the end device’s  intelligence to dynamically select bet- 
ter carrier through adaptive monitoring and online learn-  
ing. Our in itial evaluation seems to partially validate the 
viability of our approach. 
Figure 17:  iCellular’s active monitoring has minor 
impacts on data performance. 
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Figure 18: CPU and battery usage of iCellular. 
Low overhead. We show that iCellular in back- 
ground mode does not interrupt user’s  ongoing data ser- 
vices. Most of time iCellular only performs active mon- 
itoring and  the switch  occurs only when a new decision  
is made. We repetitively call Monito r() to scan the 
carrier networks to test its impact on the ongoing apps. 
We test with four apps and the results with/without iCel- 
lular’s monitoring are similar. Here, we only show the 
results for Youtube and Skype in Figure 17. 
We then look into its CPU and memory  usage. In all 
the tests, the maximum CPU ut ilization is below 2%,  
while its maximum memory usage is below 20 MB (in-  
cluding virtual memory). Figure 18a shows a 20-min log  
in a driving test (with a h igher CPU/memory usage than 
the static and walking  counterparts), where its maximum 
memory  usage is 16.45MB. We finally  measure iCellu- 
lar’s  energy consumption. We use a fully-charged Nexus  
6 and run it for 24 hours, and use Battery doctor [1]  
to record power consumption for each component/app. 
Figure 18b shows one record, where  iCellular explicit ly  
consumes 0.05% of battery. We are aware that the cur- 
rent approach may not be accurate. We are still working  
on more tests to quantify its actual energy cost. Given the 
current result, we guess that the additional energy cost is 
not heavy. Its energy consumption can be further opti- 
mized (e.g. sleep mode). 
7 What About a Clean-Slate Design? 
In this section, we discuss how a clean-slate design (e.g. 
5G) could help overcome the limitations in iCellular. 
Simultaneous access to multiple carriers: although 
iCellular does not mandate simultaneous cellular access 
for incremental deployability (§4.1), in long term it  is 
still preferred to give users this flexibility. For the net- 
work, the account (HSS [9]) should maintain multiple  
carrier contexts, and prevent users from automatic  de- 
registration from old carriers. For the mobile device, its 
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Appendices 
A Cellular Access Strategy for Minimizing 
Data Billing 
If the users have contracts with multiple carriers with different 
data charging plans(e.g. Apple SIM), they can minimize their  
data charging with the following access strategy. The user first 
profile the data charing plan from each carrier network, which 
tend to be static(e.g. [5, 6]). Note that some carrier’s charging 
depends on user’s current data usage. So the user monitors the 
uplink/downlink data usage, and pre-computes the per-unit data 
charging for each carrier network. Then the user chooses the 
carrier network with the minimal per-unit data charging, and  
asks iCellular to switch to that. Simple calculation shows that  
this minimizes user’s total billing. 
B  Collecting App-specific Performance 
For SpeedTest, we directly record the downlink speed for 
each test. Note that Nexus 6 supports LTE  category  4, 
which can yield up to 150Mbps downlink bandwidth in the- 
ory [7]. This is why we observe 40+Mbps downlink speed 
in our tests, which is much higher than most previous mea- 
[38] 
[39] 
[40] 
[41] 
[42] 
[43] 
surements. For Web,  we run Firefox to to fetch yahoo 
[44] news webpage (http://news.yahoo.com) 5 times,  and 
get the page loading time from Firefox’s debugging console  
[37]. For Youtube, we extract its buffering time by tracking 
OnBuffer(True) and OnBuffer(False) events from 
Youtube Android player API [28], and calculating the elapsed 
time in between, during which the user has to pause the video.  
For Skype, we collect round-trip latencies (in ms) as the perfor-  
mance metric. To get it, We enabled the Technical info 
panel in the Skype app, which shows the latency in the call. For 
each test, we run a 2-min VoIP call and record the round-trip 
latency in every second. Then we calculate the median latency 
in the call. 
[45] 
[46] 
[47] 
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